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From application for consultation to returning home 
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1. First medical examination (first visit patients to this hospital) No. 3 counter (first visit)
If you are a first-time patient, please complete the "Medical Treatment Application Form" and submit it to the 3rd
counter along with your "Health Insurance Card", "Referral Letter", "Film Image", "CD Image", etc. If you have
been issued a beneficiary certificate related to public expenditure, please include it as well.
After the reception procedures are completed, you will be given a "consultation card / reception slip" from No. 3
counter, so please bring the reception slip to the department reception on each floor.
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2. Returning patients (from the second time onward): Automatic reception machine for returning patients or No. 5
counter (Follow up examination)
From the second visit, returning patients can use the automatic reception machine. However, in the below
mentioned cases, please visit the No. 5 counter
(1) Patients who do not have a reservation.
(2) Patients who have brought a referral letter or film from another medical institution.
(3) Patients who have changed their health insurance card. (Please go to the nearest clinical department reception
counter or No. 5 counter)
(4) Patients who have forgotten or lost the consultation card.
After you check in at the automatic reception machine for return patients or at No. 5 counter, please put the
"reception slip" that was issued after the reception in the provided file and submit it to the department reception
counter on each floor.
The schedule for the day will be displayed in order on the "reception slip", so please proceed according to this
guidance. In addition, your reception number is the  4-digit number on the upper right part of the "reception slip".
The reception number is the same, even if you visit multiple departments.
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3. Patients who have completed the medical examination      No. 6 counter (accounting)
When the medical examination is over, in the examination room you will be given a "basic schedule", an "out-of-
hospital prescription" for out-of-hospital prescription patients, and a "reservation slip" for the next time. We will
place such documents in a file and hand it over to you. Please show the file to the counter of the clinical
department, then take it to No. 6 counter on the 1st floor.
Please check the department name and your name before receiving the out-of-hospital prescription at No. 6 counter.
Patients who receive home medical materials, please pick up the materials at No. 10 counter (home medical
material delivery counter) and then submit these to No. 6 counter.
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4. Regarding accounting
Please wait at the waiting hall or hospital mall until your reception number is displayed on the accounting number
display. (We have also installed an accounting number display at the hospital mall.) For patients who have taken
medical examination in two or more departments, the calculation will be made for each department separately, so
the display time may be differ slightly. When your reception number is displayed, please insert the consultation
card into the automatic medical expense settlement machine and pay the amount displayed on the screen. If you
need a medical statement (which describes the medical treatment performed on that day), please press the button. In
addition, even for patients who do not need to make payments, a medical expense receipt and a voucher for
medications will be issued by the medical expense automatic settlement machine. Please use the collection box to
dispose un-needed reception slips.
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5. Regarding out-of-hospital prescription
The period of the prescription usage is within 4 days including the date of issuance.
Please bring the out-of-hospital prescription received at No. 6 counter to the out-of-hospital insurance dispensing
pharmacy to receive your medications.
Please use No. 10 counter (out-of-hospital prescription fax information corner) for introduction of insurance
dispensing pharmacies and fax transmission service for out-of-hospital prescriptions.
For inquiries regarding prescriptions and medications, please inquire at No.11 counter (medication delivery
counter).
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6. Patients whose medications are available in the hospital      No. 11 counter (medication delivery counter)
When your medications are ready, the voucher number will be displayed on the number display board in front of
No. 11 counter. Please show your voucher at No. 11 counter (medication delivery counter) and confirm your name
before receiving your medications.


